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Abstract

The automated discovery of knowledge in databases is becoming increasingly important as the world's wealth of data continues to grow
exponentially. Knowledge-discovery systems face challenging problems
from real-world databases which tend to be dynamic, incomplete, redundant, noisy, sparse, and very large. This paper addresses these
problems and describes some techniques for handling them. A model
of an idealized knowledge-discovery system is presented as a reference
for studying and designing new systems. This model is used in the comparison of three systems: CoverStory, EXPLORA, and the Knowledge
Discovery Workbench. The de ciencies of existing systems relative to
the model reveal several open problems for future research.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is an active research area with promise for
high payo s in many business and scienti c domains [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Frawley, 1991,
Piatetsky-Shapiro, 1991b, Piatetsky-Shapiro, 1992b]. The corporate, governmental, and scienti c communities are being overwhelmed with an in ux of data that is routinely stored
in on-line databases. Analyzing this data and extracting meaningful patterns in a timely
fashion is intractable without computer assistance and powerful analytical tools. Standard
computer-based statistical and analytical packages alone, however, are of limited bene t
without the guidance of trained statisticians to apply them correctly and domain experts
to lter and interpret the results. The grand challenge of knowledge discovery in databases
is to automatically process large quantities of raw data, identify the most signi cant and
meaningful patterns, and present these as knowledge appropriate for achieving the user's
goals.
The realization of a general-purpose, fully-automated, knowledge-discovery system is far
from reach. Much of the research in KDD has thus far focused on ways of manually applying
traditional machine-learning and discovery methods to data stored in relational databases.
With this approach, the user must provide signi cant guidance by, for example, selecting
the portion of data to explore, identifying relevant elds, and specifying potential target
concepts. Recently, attention has been shifting towards more fully automated approaches.
Newer systems are beginning to use knowledge of the database domain to autonomously
select relevant elds, to guide the application of various pattern-extraction algorithms, and to
identify and lter the most meaningful results for presentation. In addition, new techniques,
such as data-dependency analysis and deviation detection, are beginning to show promise as
powerful components of KDD systems.
In this paper we analyze the problem of applying automated discovery to large, real-world
databases. We begin with a review of databases, identifying some of their characteristics that
make automated discovery challenging. We then propose a model of an idealized KDD system
and outline its essential components. Finally, we compare three KDD systems: CoverStorytm
[Schmitz et al., 1990], EXPLORA [Hoschka and Klosgen, 1991], and the Knowledge Discovery
Workbench [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Matheus, 1991].

2. Database Issues
A database is an integrated collection of data maintained in one or more les, organized
to facilitate the ecient storage, modi cation, and retrieval of related information [Date,
1977]. Although databases have been designed around various representational models, we
will focus exclusively on the relational model because of its prevalence in large, real-world
databases. (See [Dzeroski and Lavrac, 1993] in this issue for an application of discovery to
deductive databases.)
In a relational database, data are organized into tables of xed-length records as depicted
in Figure 1. Each record is an ordered list of values, one value for each eld. Values are
either explicit data elements (e.g. numbers or strings) or logical pointers to records in other
tables. Usually a separate table, called a data dictionary, contains information about each
eld's name, type, and possibly a range of permitted values. A database management system
1
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Figure 1: The components of a relational database.
(DBMS) is a collection of procedures for retrieving, storing, and manipulating data within
a set of database tables.
In many cases, the separate tables of a relational database can be logically joined by
constructing a universal relation (UR) [Ullman, 1982]. A UR is either computed and stored,
or, if too large, logically represented through a UR interface. An external application using
a UR interface can treat the database as a single, at le (though perhaps ineciently).
As a result, existing machine-learning and discovery algorithms based on attribute-value
representations can be readily applied to relational databases by treating each record in
the UR as a single training instance. Structural or relational learning systems, e.g. FOIL
[Quinlan, 1989a] and Subdue [Holder and Cook, 1993], do not need the UR, having been
speci cally designed to operate on relational data.
Although many machine-learning algorithms are readily applicable, real-world databases
present additional diculties due to the nature of their contents which tend to be dynamic,
incomplete, redundant, noisy, sparse, and very large. Each of these issues has been addressed
to some extent within machine learning, but few if any systems e ectively address them all.
Collectively handling these problems while producing useful knowledge is the challenge of
KDD. In the rest of this section we look more closely at each of these issues.
Dynamic data: A fundamental characteristic of most databases is that their contents are
ever changing. In an online system, precautions must be taken to ensure that these changes
do not lead to erroneous discoveries. A common approach is to take snapshots of the data.
This method is most appropriate when data is collected periodically, such as quarterly or
yearly; its primary drawback is the additional storage requirement for each snapshot. Some
DBMS's put timestamps on data as it is entered or changed, making it possible to perform
consistency checks, although we are not aware of any discovery systems that do this. In
the future, DBMS's may evolve with builtin discovery mechanisms to automatically handle
aspects of this problem. A step in that direction can be found in mechanisms such as triggers
or active rules (cf. the design of Postgres [Stonebraker, 1985]).
Noise and uncertainty: Erroneous data can be a signi cant problem in real-world databases, primarily because the error-prone, manual collection and entry of data is still commonplace. In some discovery systems, nding and correcting these data-entry errors is the
main objective (see [Schlimmer, 1991]). More often, this uncertainty in the correctness of
the data represents a problem that can necessitate larger data samples or stronger biases
2
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(e.g. more domain knowledge), and adds to the uncertainty of the nal results.
Another type of uncertainty is in the discovered patterns. The patterns most useful to
the end user often are valid over some, but not all of the data. For example, the pattern
\customers with high-income are good credit risks" might be very useful even though it
is not always true. Finding and representing these types of patterns requires probabilistic
methods and representations, which are common in most systems.
Incomplete data: Data can be incomplete either through the absence of values in individual
record elds, or through the complete absence of data elds necessary for certain discoveries.
The missing-values problem is a familiar issue in machine learning [Quinlan, 1989b]. In
relational databases, the problem occurs frequently because the relational model dictates
that all records in a table must have the same elds, even if values are nonexistent for
most records. Consider, for example, a hospital database with elds for a wide range of
laboratory tests and procedures; only a few of these elds would be lled in for any given
patient. This problem may be lessened in object-oriented databases which permit more
exible representations of data; but these have not yet gained wide acceptance, and when
they do, they will undoubtedly create new kinds of problems for knowledge discovery.
Databases are seldom designed with discovery in mind; instead they are intended for some
organizational activity, and discovery happens as an afterthought. This situation becomes
problematic when the discovery, evaluation, or explanation of important patterns requires
information not present in the database, i.e. the missing- eld problem. Suppose, for example,
a discovery system is employed to help identify and explain sales di erences among regional
divisions of a corporation. Without explicit information about regional demographics and
market factors (items not usually present in a corporation's sales database), meaningful
discoveries are unlikely. Recent work by Scheines and Spirtes [1992] suggests an approach
for identifying where information is missing in a database by nding combinations of elds
which are jointly in uenced by latent (missing) elds.
Redundant information: Information often re-occurs in multiple places within a database.
A common form of redundancy is a functional dependency in which a eld is de ned as a
function of other elds, for example: Profit = Sales ? Expenses. A weaker form of
dependency occurs when a eld is merely constrained by other information, e.g. BeginDate
 EndDate. The problem with redundant information is that it can be mistakenly discovered
as knowledge, even though it is usually uninteresting to the end user [Piatetsky-Shapiro and
Matheus, 1991]. To avoid this problem, a system needs to know the database's inherent
dependencies. Some of this structure can be uncovered through the automatic discovery of
dependencies as discussed in section 3.5.1, although the user must still con rm the validity
of the patterns.
Sparse Data: The information in a database is often sparse in terms of the density of actual data records over the potential instance space [Zytkow and Baker, 1991]. Rare diseases,
for example, occur so infrequently that few patient records in a clinical database are likely
to refer to them. Less extremes situations are more common but just as challenging for
empirical discovery algorithms. Assume for example that the top ve percent of customers
in a database generate eighty percent of total revenues. If this concept of \high revenue customers" is complex (i.e. involves several interacting factors), ve percent of the records may
be insucient to accurately discover the concept with empirical techniques. One method for
3
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dealing with these situations is to take a \strati ed" or selective sample that over emphasizes
the events of interest [Buntine, 1991].
Data Volume: The rapid growth of data in the world's databases is one reason for the recent
interest in KDD. The vastness of this data also creates one of KDD's greatest challenges.
Exhaustive, empirical analysis is all but impossible on the megabytes, gigabytes, or even
terabytes of data in many real-world databases. In these situations, a KDD system must
be able to focus its analysis on samples of data by selecting speci c elds and/or subsets
of records. Because databases usually contain some elds that are redundant, irrelevant, or
unimportant to a given discovery task, focusing on a subset of elds is now common practice
[Piatetsky-Shapiro and Matheus, 1991, Hoschka and Klosgen, 1991]. Focusing further on a
subset of records, which becomes necessary with larger databases, is achievable by random
sampling methods, or by using selection constraints to limit attention to subclasses of records,
e.g. selecting the top ten percent of customer records based on spending. Section 3.4 deals
with this issue of focus in more detail.
Summary: The quality (or lack of) and vastness of the data in real-world databases represent the core problems for KDD. Overcoming the quality problem requires external domain
knowledge to clean-up, re ne, or ll in the data. The vastness of the data forces the use of
techniques for focusing on speci c portions of the data, which requires additional domain
knowledge if it is to be done intelligently. A KDD system therefore must be able to represent
and appropriately use domain knowledge in conjunction with the application of empirical
discovery algorithms.

3. A KDD Model
This paper concerns systems that perform knowledge discovery on databases. Such systems
must address the issues raised in the previous section. In this section we present a model
of an idealized KDD system and describe how its components are intended to handle the
speci c requirements for discovery in real-world databases. We begin by providing a working
de nition of a KDD system.
Generally speaking, a discovery is a nding of something previously unknown. A knowledgediscovery system, then, is a system that nds knowledge that it previously did not have, i.e.
it was not implicit in its algorithms or explicit in its representation of domain knowledge.
For our purposes, a piece of knowledge is a relationship or pattern among data elements
that is interesting and useful with respect to a speci c domain and task [Frawley et al.,
1991]. When a knowledge-discovery system operates on the data in a real-world database,
it becomes a Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) system. More speci cally:
A KDD system comprises a collection of components that together can eciently
identify and extract interesting and useful new patterns from data stored in realworld databases.
Inherent in the meaning of discovery is the notion of autonomy, as connoted, for example, in the term \unsupervised learning" used to describe discovery algorithms in machine
learning [Michalski et al., 1983]. If we consider the discovery algorithms used in existing
KDD systems, we nd few that are totally autonomous, and those that are have limited
4
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Figure 2: Model of a KDD System
applicability. In nearly all systems, human guidance is required to some degree. For this
reason it is sometimes convenient to view the human as a part of the KDD system. One goal
of KDD research is to reduce the amount of human direction required by discovery systems.
When we discuss speci c systems later, we will consider how each fairs in this respect.
Our de nition de nes a system as a collection of components. While the components may
di er among systems, certain basic functions are usually identi able. We have incorporated
these as components in a model of an idealized KDD system as shown in Figure 2. The
models components include:
 Controller: controls the invocation and parameterization of the other components
 Database Interface: generates and processes database queries
 Knowledge Base: repository of domain speci c information
 Focus: determines what portions of the data to analyze
 Pattern Extraction: a collection of pattern-extraction algorithms
 Evaluation: evaluates the interestingness and utility of extracted patterns
Information ows into the system from three sources: the user issues high-level commands
to the controller, the DBMS provides the raw data, and domain knowledge from various
sources is deposited into the system's knowledge base. Raw data is selected from the DBMS
and then processed by the extraction algorithms which produce candidate patterns. These
patterns are then evaluated and some are identi ed as interesting discoveries. In addition to
presenting the results to the user1, discovered patterns may be deposited into the system's
knowledge base to support subsequent discoveries.
The presentation of results is an important problem for KDD, since discoveries that cannot be e ectively
communicated are of no use. Unfortunately this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, and so it was not
included in the model. Interested readers may refer to the following references [Tufte, 1983], [Roth and
Mattis, 1991], and [Klosgen, 1991].
1
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Figure 3: The tradeo between autonomy and versatility in KDD systems.
Our model represents an abstraction of what occurs in KDD systems. In an actual
system, it is not always possible to cleanly separate the individual components of the model.
Nonetheless, we have found this abstraction useful in comparing existing approaches and
in guiding the design of new systems. The model is particularly helpful for contrasting the
tradeo s between autonomy (i.e., the degree of freedom from human direction) and versatility
(i.e., the range of domains and types of discoveries achievable). The line on the graph in
Figure 3 depicts the characteristic tradeo observed between autonomy and versatility in
existing systems. The more autonomous a system is, the less versatile it tends to be, owing
to its greater reliance on domain knowledge speci c to a more focused task. The more
versatile systems generally have a wider range of discovery techniques and are designed to
work across broader domains, at the expense of greater reliance on user guidance. We have
indicated on the graph the approximate locations of the three systems we will be analyzing
later. The goal of KDD also appears on the graph as the point where both autonomy and
versatility are maximized in the ideal system. The components in our model system are
explored in the following subsections.

3.1. Domain Knowledge and User Input

A data dictionary contains information about the form of the contents of a database, specifying the eld names, types, and perhaps simple value constraints. Additional information
about the data's structure and inter- eld constraints invariably exists outside the database
in speci cations, manuals, and domain experts. Further information about the speci c analysis objectives may come from the end user. This collection of supplementary information,
or domain knowledge, can assume many forms. A few examples include: lists of relevant
elds on which to focus attention; de nitions of new elds (e.g. AGE = CURRENT YEAR ?
YEAR OF BIRTH); lists of useful classes or categories of elds or records (e.g. Revenue elds:
Profits, Expenses, etc.); generalization hierarchies (e.g. C is-a B is-a A); functional or causal
models (see Figure 4).
The primary purpose of domain knowledge is to bias the search for interesting patterns.
This can be achieved by focusing attention on portions of the data, biasing the extraction
6
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algorithms, and assisting in pattern evaluation. The bene ts can be greater eciency and
more relevant discoveries; reliance on domain knowledge, however, also can preclude the
discovery of potentially useful patterns by leaving portions of the search space unexplored.
A trade-o thus exists between eciency and completeness.
Domain experts are the usual source of all but the simplest domain knowledge; the
extraction and codi cation of this knowledge is a challenging problem in the development of a
KDD system. Fortunately it is possible for some forms of domain knowledge to be discovered.
An example of this is discussed in the section on data dependencies (section 3.5.1) which
describes methods for automatically determining some of the interrelationships between data
elds. Ideally, a KDD system would store all discoveries as new domain knowledge and use
them to support and drive subsequent discoveries { this, however, remains an open problem.

3.2. Controlling Discovery

In our model system, autonomy comes from the controller. The controller's decisions are
based on the information provided by the domain knowledge and user input. The controller
interprets this information and uses it to direct the focus, extraction, and evaluation components. In some systems where the discovery task is well de ned and static (e.g. CoverStory
in section 4.1), the controller may simply execute a prede ned sequence of operations. In
more versatile systems, the controller may assume greater decision-making responsibility. In
practice, many KDD systems require participation by the end user in making the majority of
these decisions (cf. InLen [Kaufman et al., 1991] and KDW [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Matheus,
1991]).

3.3. Interfacing to a DBMS

Data is extracted from a DBMS using queries. A typical query lists a set of elds to retrieve
from a set of tables according to speci ed constraints. Many relational databases support
a standard query language called SQL (structured query language). The following is an
example of a simple SQL query that selects three elds from all claims records in which the
\payment received" is lower than the \charge:"
select INSURANCE_CARRIER, PAYMENT_RECEIVED, CHARGE
from CLAIMS_TABLE
where PAYMENT_RECEIVED < CHARGE

The DBMS interface is where database queries are generated. This operation can be
done without intelligence, although recent research (see [Han et al., 1993] and [Shekhar et
al., 1993] in this issue) has shown how discovery techniques can improve the performance
and results of database queries. In our model, the DBMS interface plays a subordinate but
important role. It can be argued that a system that does \discovery on databases" must be
able to access a database. From a practical perspective, a direct DBMS interface becomes
critical with large databases, where the data to be analyzed cannot t into working memory
all at once and queries must be generated to access data upon demand. This issue has
received little attention in the KDD literature, and many systems do not yet have builtin
DBMS interfaces.
7
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3.4. Focusing

The focusing component of a discovery system determines what data should be retrieved from
the DBMS. This requires specifying which tables need to be accessed, which elds should
be returned, and which or how many records should be retrieved. To do this operation, the
focus component needs detailed information about the database table structures; it must
know which elds are appropriate for the current task; if it is doing data sampling, it must
have a way of randomly selecting the appropriate number of records; and, it must know the
input required by the subsequent extraction algorithms to properly format the results.
Identifying relevant elds is the most common focusing technique. This can occur as
an explicit list of relevant elds in the domain knowledge, or as the result of an extraction
algorithm requesting speci c elds on demand as the need arises. Limiting the number of
elds alone may not suciently reduce the size of the data set, in which case a subset of
records must be selected. Record sampling can be done randomly with the intent of taking
a large enough sample to statistically justify the results.2 Alternatively, a logical predicate
can be used to select a small subset of records sharing some common characteristics. For
example, the predicate HIGH CREDIT(X) could be used to select the top N% of customer
records based on their credit ratings. A novel approach to eld- and record-based focusing
is in the use of \abstracts" as described in [Dhar and Tuzhilin, 1993] in this issue.

3.5. Extracting Patterns

The term pattern refers to any relation among elements of a database, i.e. the records, elds,
and values. Simple examples of patterns include: ADMISSION DATEx < RELEASE DATEx; if
REGIONx = \west" then SALESx > average(SALES). When such patterns are probabilistic,
uncertainty measures may appear as annotations. More complex patterns can be built up
from these simple structures into intricate networks of relationships among multiple elds
and values, cf. dependency networks.
The algorithms used to extract these patterns form the core of any discovery system. A
wide variety of machine-learning and statistical-analysis algorithms have been incorporated
into KDD systems. Rather than review all of these, we will consider four generic tasks:
dependency analysis, class identi cation, class description, and deviation detection.

3.5.1. Dependency Analysis

Data dependencies represent an important class of discoverable knowledge. A dependency
exists between two items if the value of one item can be used to predict the value of the
other: A ! B . An item in a dependency can be a eld or a relation among elds. The
exact dependency function may or may not be known, and when it is, it may be probabilistic
:95
rather than certain, e.g. A !
B . A collection of related dependencies de nes a dependency
graph, such as the one depicted in Figure 4. The notion of dependency graphs generalizes
the basic statistical measures of correlation coecients and linear regression by addressing
both numeric and discrete variables and by organizing all dependencies in a single structure.
Even when nothing is known about the distribution, non-parametric statistics [Dixon and Massey, 1979]
can be used to provide an upper-bound on the error in estimating numeric value distributions, regardless
the size of the original database.
2
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Figure 4: A data-dependency graph derived by TETRAD [Glymour et al. 1987] depicting
the American Occupational Structure according to a 1962 survey of 20,000 people.
Exact or functional dependencies have been the subject of database research since the
1970's. Several algorithms now exist for using functional dependencies to create normalized
databases that minimize redundancies and facilitate updates [Ullman, 1982]. An asymptotically optimal algorithm also exists for nding the minimal set of functional dependencies in
a database [Mannila and Raiha, 1987].
In recent years, research by Pearl [1988, 1991], Glymour et al. [1987], and others has
resulted in major advances in the area of discovering dependency or causal graphs. Because
standard statistical techniques cannot distinguish causation from covariation, data precedence information or assumptions are needed to establish the direction of in uence. The
proposed methods uncover dependencies between eld pairs by analyzing their covariance
with respect to subsets of other variables. An alternative, Bayesian approach is taken by
Cooper and Herskovits [1991] in deriving the most likely dependency graph for a set of data.
Data dependencies have numerous applications. They are used for database normalization and design, and for query optimization. Dependency graphs are often the objective of
social, economic, and psychological studies. They have also been used to look for exceptions
in data [Schlimmer, 1991] and for minimizing the number of elds a decision tree requires
[Almuallim and Dietterich, 1991].
In a discovery system, the results of dependency analysis may sometimes be of direct interest to the end-user, for example by revealing unknown dependencies among elds. Often,
however, strong dependencies re ect inherent domain structure rather than anything new or
interesting. Automatically detecting dependencies can be a useful way of discovering this
knowledge for use by other pattern-extraction algorithms. One such use is in explaining plausible causes for discovered changes: a change in a eld can be traced through a dependency
network to nd changes in other variables which may explain the observed change.

3.5.2. Class Identi cation

Records can be grouped into meaningful subclasses. The identi cation of such classes may
be of direct interest to the user, or they may provide useful information for other extraction
algorithms. For example, a class might serve as the target concept required by a supervisedlearning algorithm, e.g. a decision-tree inducer. Similarly, in deviation detection (section
3.5.4), subclasses can be used as the basis against which deviations are judged.
Classes can come from several sources. Any existing eld can be used to de ne a set
of subclasses: the eld Region might de ne subclasses of North, South, East, and West.
Domain knowledge may contain additional classes de ned by domain experts to describe
9
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Linear Clusters along two dimensions:

A

Payment

A = fixed payment
B = payment equals charge
C = payment 50% of charge
B

Characteristic Description of A:

Insur. Carrier = Medicare
Nom. Length of Stay = 4

C

Discriminating Description of Classes A, B, and C:
If Insurance is Medicare, Class = A
else if Insur. Group is 8, Class = B
else Class = C

Charge

Figure 5: An example of clustering and description algorithms. The graph shows three linear
clusters found in actual hospital admissions data. The clusters are de ned by the relation
between elds standing for payment and charges. A characteristic description is given for
class A and a discriminating description is given for all classes.
more complex relations between elds and records. Alternatively, clustering algorithms can
be used to discover classes automatically. An example of this appears in Figure 5 which
shows three classes that were identi ed using a linear clustering algorithm in the Knowledge
Discovery Workbench.
There are numerous clustering algorithms ranging from the traditional methods of pattern
recognition [Duda and Hart, 1973] and mathematical taxonomy, [Dunn and Everitt, 1982]
to the more recent conceptual clustering techniques developed in machine learning [Fisher
et al., 1991]. Although useful under the right conditions and with the proper biases, these
methods do not always equal the human ability to identify useful clusters, especially when
dimensionality is low and visualization is possible. This has prompted the development of
interactive clustering algorithms that combine the computer's computational powers with a
human's knowledge and visual skills [Smith et al., 1990].

3.5.3. Concept Description

Users may sometimes be interested in the individual records in a class, but more typically
they want an abstract or intentional description that summarizes interesting qualities about
the class. There are two broad types of intentional descriptions: characteristic and discriminating. A characteristic description describes what the records in a class share in common
among themselves. A discriminating description describes how two or more classes di er.
Examples of these two types of concept descriptions are shown in Figure 5.
Characteristic descriptions represent patterns in the data that best describe or summarizes one class regardless of the characteristics of other classes. Locating these descriptions
involves identifying commonalities among records of the same class. Typical examples of
characteristic algorithms can be found in LCHR [Cai et al., 1990], the summary module of
the KDW [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Matheus, 1991], and the Char operator in INLEN [Kaufman et al., 1991].
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Figure 6: An example of deviations or changes between two database snapshots: the population of Class A has signi cantly decreased; the description of Class C has changed in terms
of the slope of its line; an outlier has also appeared.
Langley [1987] provides a general theory of learning discriminating descriptions. The
general approach involves a systematic search for minimal descriptions that can distinguish
between members of di erent classes. Often these descriptions take the form of production
rules (see [Agrawal et al., 1993] in this issue), decision trees, or decision lists. Many empirical
learning algorithms, such as decision-tree inducers [Quinlan, 1986], neural networks [Rummelhart and McClelland, 1986], and genetic algorithms [Holland et al., 1986] are designed
to produce discriminating descriptions. This class of algorithms is central to much of the
research on KDD systems.

3.5.4. Deviation Detection

A general heuristic for nding interesting patterns is to look for deviations, particularly
extremes [Lenat, 1977]. Deviations cover a wide variety of potentially interesting patterns:
anomalous instances that do not t into standard classes; outliers that appear at the fringe
of other patterns; classes that exhibit average values signi cantly di erent from their parent
or sibling classes; changes in a value or set of values from one time period to the next;
discrepancies between observed values and expected values predicted by a model. Examples
of some of these deviations are depicted in Figure 6
The common denominator among the methods for nding these types of patterns is the
search for signi cant di erences between an observation and a reference. The observation
is usually a eld value or a summarization of one or more eld values, taken either across
individual records or across sets of records. The reference might be another observation (such
as when one quarter's observation is compared with another quarter's), a value provided by
some outside domain knowledge (e.g. a national norm), or a value calculated by a model
applied to the data (e.g., the result of a linear regression).
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A fundamental feature of deviation analysis is that it can e ectively lter out a large
number of patterns that are less likely to be interesting. If we consider the reference to be
a representation of the expectations of the user, then a pattern is potentially interesting
in so far as the observation deviates from the expectations. The major challenge with this
approach is determining when a deviation is \signi cant" enough to be of interest. A system
can rank all observed deviations according to their magnitudes, and then leave it to the user
to decide where to draw the line. The signi cance of a deviation, however, often involves
more than just a statistical measure of variance. Users typically employ information outside
the database to judge the interestingness of a pattern, and this information may change
over time. Incorporating this sort of information into the system usually requires knowledge
extraction from the user. Alternatively, this information might be discoverable through
observation of the user's rankings of patterns over time.

3.6. Evaluation

Databases are replete with patterns, but few of them are of much interest. A pattern is
interesting to the degree that it is accurate, novel, and useful with respect to the end-user's
knowledge and objectives (see [Frawley et al., 1991] for a more detailed discussion of what
makes a pattern interesting). The evaluation component of our model determines the relative
degree of interest of extracted patterns, and decides which to present and in what order.
In actual systems, the evaluation component is often subsumed by the pattern-extraction
algorithm(s) which are assumed to produce only signi cant results.
Statistical signi cance is usually a key factor in determining interestingness. If a pattern
cannot be shown to be valid with some degree of certainty, it is not of much use, and thus
not very interesting. For some patterns, the percentage of coverage or degree of accuracy
may provide a sucient measure. If patterns are based on samples from the database, a
con dence measure may also be required to state how likely the patterns are to hold over
the entire population. Such information is also desirable when the patterns are to be used
to make predictions on data outside the database, e.g. identifying potential new customers
based on pro les from an existing customer database.
Statistical signi cance alone is often insucient to determine a pattern's degree of interest. A \ ve percent increase in sales of widgets in the western region," for example, could be
more interesting than a \50% increase in the eastern region." In this case it could be that the
western region has a much large sales volume, and thus its increase translates into greater
income growth. Here the \impact" of the rst pattern increases its relative interest. The
speci c factors that in uence the impact and interestingness of a pattern will vary for di erent databases and tasks, thus requiring outside domain knowledge. Pattern templates (see
EXPLORA in section 4.2) also use domain knowledge for a form of evaluation by ensuring
the generation of useful results, or by serving to lter out less-desirable patterns.

4. Discovery Systems
We now consider three systems that perform knowledge discovery on databases: CoverStory,
EXPLORA, and the Knowledge Discovery Workbench. These systems were selected because
they exhibit some of the capabilities and limitations of current technology. In the following
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sections we brie y describe each system, compare them to the model, and discuss how they
tradeo autonomy versus versatility.

4.1. CoverStory

CoverStorytm is a commercial system developed by Information Resources, Inc. in cooperation with John D.C. Little of MIT Sloan School of Management [Schmitz et al., 1990].
Its purpose is to analyze supermarket scanner data and produce a marketing report summarizing the \key events." The developers of CoverStory interviewed market analysts and
uncovered their interest in tracking changes in regional sales across aggregate product lines,
particular product components, and competitors' products. This task involves identifying
and ranking signi cant changes across time and geographic regions, and providing plausible
explanations for the changes. For this latter process, the developers used model-building
experience to select the marketing variables within the data that most strongly in uence
sales volume; these were store displays, feature ads, distribution, price cuts, and price. The
relative impact of each of these factors was determined from marketing research data.
CoverStory performs a top-down analysis of the raw scanner data beginning with aggregate products lines, decomposing them into product components, and nally comparing
these to competitor products. At each stage the system ranks the products according to
volume change, selects the top few to report, and identi es the causal factors having the
highest scores as de ned by the equation:
Score = Percent-Change  Factor-Weight  Market-Weight
The Percent-Change here is the percent of change in product volume, Factor-Weight is
a constant weight indicating the relative importance of a marketing factor (derived from
the original marketing analysis), and Market-Weight takes into account the market size
(heuristically set to the square root of market size). After analyzing all market changes,
CoverStory produces a report using natural-language templates to generate text such as:
\Sizzle's share in Total United States was 71.3 in the C&B Juice/Drink category
for the twelve weeks ending 5/21/89. This is an increase of 1.2 points from a
year earlier but down .5 points from last period. ...
Sizzle 64oz's share increase is partly due to 11.3 pts rise in % ACV with Display
versus a year ago. ..."
Commercially, CoveryStory has proven successful { more than a dozen systems had been
installed by 1993. Much of this success lies in its focus on a particular, well-de ned need
and in its presentation of results in a very usable, human-oriented form. SPOTLIGHTS, a
similar system for ltering and analyzing gigabytes of data from packaged goods scanners,
has since been introduced by A.C. Nielson [Anand and Kahn, 1992].

Comparison to the Model:

All of the components of our model KDD system are exhibited in CoverStory. The system
gets its data directly from a scanner database. Its domain knowledge is built into the
linear model of causal relationships and the top-down analysis algorithm. The system's
controller follows the simple four-step algorithm outlined above. The causal model provides
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focus by identifying a small set of relevant features. The extraction algorithm falls into
the class of deviation-detection methods: it identi es where the data deviates most from
previous periods, other regions, or competitors performance, and then attempts to explain
the deviations by identifying the factors that most strongly in uence the results. Evaluation
of the results relies on the ranking of changes according to the percent of change and the
causal factor scores.
CoverStory is fully automated once the initial domain knowledge for a particular distributor has been entered. In turn, it is fairly limited in its applicability, being tied closely
to the scanner data and marketing models. Its high degree of autonomy and relatively low
versatility place CoverStory near the right extreme of the tradeo curve in Figure 3.

4.2. EXPLORA

EXPLORA, developed by Hoschka and Klosgen [1991], is \an integrated system for conceptually analyzing data and searching for interesting relationships." It operates by performing
a graph search through a network of pattern templates (also called statement types) searching for \facts." A fact is a data instantiation of a pattern template that satis es statistical
criteria speci ed in an associated veri cation method. Redundancy rules use taxonomic information to reduce the search, and generalization and selection criteria condense the resulting
set of discovered facts. Using the interactive browser, an end-user can take the ordered set
of facts and generate a customized, nal report. The user may also intervene throughout the
discovery process to create new statement types, modify veri cation methods, and generally
guide the search path.
The pattern templates, or statement types, assume three forms: rule searcher, change detector, and trend detector. The rule searcher type describes patterns between subpopulations
based on the following template:
Target group shows outstanding behavior within population for subpopulation
in year.

An instantiation of this type might look like:
Persons having initiated an insurance policy at company A are highly over-represented
within the clients of A for high-income people in the South in 1987.
Change-detector and trend-detector statement types are similar, except they support slots for
time periods instead of population groups, and the values for the \outstanding behavior" slot
di er. For a speci c application, taxonomies of objects for each template slot (i.e. the target
groups, outstanding behaviors, populations, time periods, and time ranges) must be provided
as domain knowledge. These taxonomies de ne the search space in which EXPLORA looks
for facts.
A statistical veri cation method is associated with each statement type, and is used to
determine when a statement instantiation constitutes a fact within the data. The standard
veri cation method for the rule searcher type uses the statistical measure q = (p ? p0)=s,
where p is the percentage of target group in population, p0 is the percentage of subpopulation
in population, and s is the estimated standard deviation. The value of the measure, q, is
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then compared to a threshold to select and reject instantiations as facts. During interactive
discover, the user has the option to adjust veri cation methods to ne tune the results.
After the system completes its search through the network of patterns, inductive generalization rules are applied to the set of discovered facts to integrate related statements.
One form of generalization, for example, collects patterns with similar observations; another
identi es regularities among similar statements across time periods. Application-dependent
selection rules provide a nal lter of the facts before the user turns them into a nal report
using the browser tool.

Comparison to the Model:

It is unclear from the literature whether EXPLORA has a direct DBMS interface. Its knowledge base is well de ned, comprising generic statement types, veri cation methods, ltering
rules, and applications-speci c object taxonomies. EXPLORA's controller combines human
guidance with a heuristic search through the space of instantiated statement types. Focus
is provided by the instantiations of statement types which specify the elds to access from
speci c subsets of records. EXPLORA's extraction algorithm is fundamentally a deviation
detector that identi es signi cant di erences between populations or across time periods.
Evaluation is based primarily upon statistical measures with additional, application-speci c
constraints optionally provided by the user.
EXPLORA is speci cally designed to work with data that changes \regularly and often."
Within this context, the statement types are generic enough for most deviation-detection
problems, but they need to be supplemented with object taxonomies speci c to each application. Once these are de ned, the search algorithm can be turned loose to operate
autonomously, although human guidance is required to ne tune the results for the best
performance. This combination of moderate autonomy with moderate versatility places
EXPLORA roughly in the middle of the tradeo curve in Figure 3.

4.3. Knowledge Discovery Workbench

The Knowledge Discovery Workbench (KDW) is a collection of tools for the interactive analysis of large databases [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Matheus, 1991]. Its components have evolved
through three versions (KDW, KDW II, and KDW++) all of which provide a graphical user
interface to a suite of tools for accessing database tables, creating new elds, de ning a focus,
plotting data and results, applying discovery algorithms, and handling domain knowledge.
The current version of the system is embedded with an extensible command interpreter
based on tcl [Ousterhout, 1990] which enables the user to interactively control the discovery
process or call up intelligent scripts to automate discovery tasks. The following extraction
algorithms have been incorporated into one or more versions of the KDW: clustering for
identifying simple linearly-related classes (see Figure 5); classi cation for nding rules using
a decision-tree algorithm; summarization for characterizing classes of records; deviation detection for identifying signi cant di erences between classes of records; dependency analysis
for nding and displaying probabilistic dependencies . The details of most of these algorithms can be found in [Piatetsky-Shapiro, 1991a], [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Matheus, 1991],
and [Piatetsky-Shapiro, 1992a]. InLen, a system developed by [Kaufman et al., 1991], has a
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similar design to that of the KDW.
The KDW itself is intended to be versatile and domain independent. As such, it requires
considerable guidance from the user who must decide what data to access, how to focus
the analysis, which discovery algorithms to apply, and how to evaluate and interpret the
results. This \workbench" design is ideal for exploratory analysis by a user knowledgable in
both the data and the operation of the discovery tools. We are, however, also interested in
making knowledge discovery more accessible to less skilled users through the development of
customized applications. These e orts require extensive interaction and exploration of the
data with the end user to identify what tools are appropriate and what domain knowledge
is needed. The KDW is serving as an invaluable tool for this knowledge-engineering process,
assisting in the exploration of the data, the building of models, and identi cation of structure in the database. The command interpreter built into the KDW also facilitates system
development by making it possible to quickly write scripts that appropriately combine the
tools needed to perform a sequence of analysis.

Comparison to the Model:

The KDW has direct access to a DBMS through its SQL-based query interface. Its knowledge base contains information speci c to a database regarding important eld groups,
record groups, functional dependencies, and SQL-query statements. Most of this domain
knowledge is used to provide focus by guiding the access of information from the database.
Control in the KDW is provided exclusively by the user, who may de ne scripts to automate
frequently repeated operations. The pattern-extraction algorithms range from clustering to
classi cation to deviation detection. Each of these provides signi cance measures for their
results, although nal evaluation is left to the user.
Heavy reliance on the user places the KDW at the lower end of the autonomy scale. In
turn, its range of tools and generic applicability rates it high on versatility. Together these
traits put the KDW at the upper left-hand extreme of the tradeo curve in Figure 3.

5. Conclusions
A KDD system is a collection of components that enables the complete process of knowledge
discovery, from the accessing of data in a DBMS, to the focusing and application of patternextraction algorithms, to the evaluation and interpretation of results. An ideal system would
handle all of these autonomously while being applicable across many domains. The systems
we have considered are far from this ideal, being constrained by the versatility/autonomy
tradeo depicted in Figure 3. We are thus led to ask, what will it take to push these types
of systems closer to the ideal?
We have argued that autonomy requires domain knowledge, whereas versatility implies
domain independence. Although these two seem irreconcilable, there is much that can be
done to improve the situation. First, some domain knowledge can be extracted from databases automatically. Data dependencies are a good example of the type of structure that can
be identi ed and used to guide further analysis. In this single area alone we need 1) better
methods for performing dependency analysis across all types of data, 2) tools for presenting
the results for evaluation and modi cation by the user, and 3) discovery algorithms that
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can make fuller use of dependency networks. Second, we need better methods for extracting
knowledge from the user, regardless of the database domain. This will require powerful interactive tools for systematically gathering knowledge from users. It will also likely require
generic representations of knowledge for speci c task in the discovery process, such as focusing and evaluation. A fuller analysis of the uses and representational requirements of domain
knowledge within KDD would be a valuable study. Third, systems that will work in multiple
domains will need to learn from their experiences working with the data and the user, which
also means they will have to be able to store and reuse their own discoveries. This calls
for a common representation of domain knowledge and discovered knowledge, placing even
greater demands on a system's representational expressiveness. In short, we need improved
methods for representing, acquiring, and using domain knowledge within KDD.
Improvements can also be made in the pattern-extraction algorithms. The growing size of
databases begs for more ecient algorithms that can analyze larger portions of data. Faster
processors and larger memories may help existing algorithms, but they will likely yield to new
distributed discovery algorithms as parallel processing proliferates. New ways of combining
domain knowledge with empirical techniques will also be important. The deviation-detection
methods used by several existing systems, for example, can be signi cantly enhanced by
going beyond the empirical patterns and attempting to explain observed di erences based
on knowledge of the structural dependencies of the data. This type of technique will become
increasingly important as users of KDD systems begin to ask not only what the patterns
are, but also why they are occurring in the data.
While our idealized KDD system is years away, interest in KDD is growing and research
e orts are intensifying { the collection of papers in this issue are indicative of this direction.
With the world's data continuing to grow exponentially, discovery systems may soon become
the only viable solution to understanding what it all means.
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